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ABSTRACT

We present a direct measurement of the parity�violating parameter Ab

by analyzing the left�right forward�backward asymmetry of b quarks in
e�e� �Z� � bb� The SLD experiment observes hadronic decays of Z�

bosons produced at resonance in collisions of longitudinally polarized
electrons and unpolarized positrons at the SLC� Heavy 	avor decays of
the Z� are identi
ed by using the topologically reconstructed mass of B
hadrons� The asymmetry Ab is measured with a self�calibrating tech�
nique employing momentum�weighted track charge from both hemi�
spheres in the tagged events� From our ��������� sample of �� pb�� of
e�e� annihilation data with a luminosity�weighted average e� polariza�
tion of ���� and our ��� sample of ��� pb�� with a luminosity�weighted
polarization of ��� we obtain Ab � ������ ������stat��� ������syst���
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� Introduction

Measurements of fermion production asymmetries at the Z� pole provide probes of
the combination of vector �v� and axial vector �a� couplings Af � �vfaf��v

�
f � a�f ��

which express the extent of parity violation in the Zff coupling� At Born level� the
Z� peak di�erential cross section for producing a 
nal state fermion f at an angle
z � cos � from the electron beam direction is

�f�z� � d�f�dz � ��� AePe��� � z�� � �Af�Ae � Pe�z� ���

where Pe is the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam� By manipulating the
sign of Pe� it is possible to measure the left�right forward�backward asymmetry for b
quark production ���

�Ab
FB�z� �

��bL�z�� �bL��z�� � ��bR�z�� �bR��z��
�bL�z� � �bL��z� � �bR�z� � �bR��z�

� jPejAb
�z

� � z�
� ���

where L�R refers to Z� � bb decays produced with a predominantly left�handed
�negative helicity� or right�handed �positive helicity� electron beam� respectively� The
measurement of the double asymmetry eliminates the dependence on the Zee cou�
pling parameter Ae� The quantity Ab is largely independent of propagator e�ects
that modify the e�ective weak mixing angle ��Ab � ���� � � sin� �e�W �� and thus is
complementary to other electroweak asymmetry measurements performed at the Z�

pole�

In this paper we present a measurement of �Ab
FB�z� from � � �� data using

an inclusive vertex mass tag to select an enriched sample of Z� � bb events� and the
net momentum�weighted track charge� 
rst suggested by Feynman and Field ���� to
identify the sign of the charge of the underlying b quark� This technique was pioneered
at lower energies ��� and more recently applied at the Z� in conjunction with a lifetime
tag ���������� The 
rst direct measurements of the extent of parity violation in the Zbb
coupling were made by SLD using momentum�weighted track charge ��� and leptons
from semileptonic B hadron decay ���� The analysis presented in this paper is based
on momentum�weighted track charge with an improved calibration technique which
greatly reduces model dependence�

The operation of the SLAC Linear Collider �SLC� with a polarized electron
beam has been described previously ���� During the ��� running period� the SLC
Large Detector �SLD� recorded ��� pb�� of e�e� annihilation data at a mean center�of�
mass energy of ���������� GeV� with a mean electron beam longitudinal polarization
of �� � ���� In ���������� SLD recorded �� pb�� at the same energy� but with
a mean longitudinal polarization of ����� � ������ Charged particles were tracked
in the Central Drift Chamber �CDC� ���� in a uniform axial magnetic 
eld of ���T�
In addition� a pixel�based CCD vertex detector �VXD� ���� provides an accurate
measure of particle trajectories close to the beam axis� The momentum resolution
of the combined CDC and VXD systems is ��p��p��

� � ������ � ������p��
�� where

p� is the momentum in GeV�c perpendicular to the beamline� The thrust axis ����
was reconstructed using the Liquid Argon Calorimeter ���� which covers a range of
j cos �j � �����
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The luminous region of the SLC interaction point �IP � has a size of about
���� � ��� � ���� �m in �x�y�z�� We use the average hIP i position of sequential
hadronic events to determine the primary vertex �PV � in r�� the plane transverse
to the beam direction� The longitudinal position of the PV is determined for each
event individually ����� This results in a PV with uncertainties of � �m transverse to
the beam axis and � �m ��� �m for b�b events� along it� The measured track impact
parameter resolution is �r���m� � �� � ���p sin��� �� �rz��m� � � � ���p sin��� �
where p is the track momentum expressed in GeV�c�

� Event Selection andMomentum�Weighted Track

Charge

For the purpose of selecting hadronic events and calculating the momentum�weighted
track charge� a loose set of requirements was placed on reconstructed tracks� while
stricter requirements were placed on tracks used to select Z� � bb candidates� �Track�
charge quality� tracks were required to have� i� p� � ���� GeV�c and ptot � �� GeV�c�
ii� j cos �j 	 ���� and iii� point of closest approach to the beam line within a cylinder
of radius r� and half�length l� about the IP of �r�� l�� � ����� ����� cm� and iv�
not been identi
ed as a decay product of a �� K�

s � or 	�conversion� �Tag quality�
tracks were additionally required to have� i� the point of closest approach within
�r�� l�� � ���� ���� cm� ii� at least one VXD hit� and iii� XY impact parameter
resolution �d � ����m�

Events were classi
ed as hadronic decays of the Z� provided that they con�
tained at least � track�charge quality tracks� a visible charged energy of at least ��
GeV� and a thrust axis satisfying j cos �thrustj � ���� The resulting hadronic sample
from �� �� data contained ����� events with � ���� non�hadronic background�

From this hadronic sample� two and three jet events were selected using the
JADE jet�
nding algorithm ���� with the parameter ycut � ����� leaving ����� events
in the sample�

To enrich the sample with Z� � bb events� a b tag based on topological
reconstruction of B�decay vertices was applied� The ZVTOP program ���� was used
for secondary vertex 
nding with tag quality tracks as input� For a hemisphere where
a secondary vertex was found� more tracks were attached to the seed secondary vertex
on the basis of the longitudinal �L�D 
 ����� and transverse �T � � mm� distance
from the vertex� See Figure � for a de
nition of the variables D� L and T � Each
track was assigned a pion mass and correction for missing transverse momentum
was applied to account for neutral particles� After that� the mass of the B hadron
candidate was calculated� More information on the SLD mass tag performance can
be found in �����

The vertex mass distribution calculated for the data and Monte Carlo is shown
in Figure �� As can be seen from this picture� the Z� � c�c event contribution has a
clear cut�o� at ��� � ��� GeV � This feature makes the mass tag very attractive for
measurements requiring high�purity b tag�





Figure �� Parameters used to assign a track to the seed vertex� T � � mm� L�D 

�����
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Figure �� Mass distribution for data and Monte Carlo� The dark shaded area under
the histogram represents the contribution from uds and the light shaded area from c
quarks� The unshaded region is due to b quarks�
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Figure � Comparison of the momentum�weighted charge jQj between data and Monte
Carlo

The maximum of masses from the two hemispheres in the event was used as a
tag variable in this analysis�

MASS �MAX�mass�� mass�� � ��

For the current measurement we required MASS 
 ��� GeV � This selection is ���
e cient for identifying Z� � bb events� with a purity of ���� A total of ����� events
were selected�

Using all track�charge quality tracks� we formed the event momentum�weighted
charge sum ���

Q � � X
tracks

qi � sgn��pi � !T �j��pi � !T �j�� ���

as well as the hemisphere summed momentum�weighted charge

Qs �
X
tracks

qij��pi � !T �j�� ���

where qi and �pi are the track charge and momentum� and !T is the unit vector in
the direction of the reconstructed thrust axis� signed so that Q 
 �� making !T an
estimate of the b quark direction� We have chosen � � ��� to maximize the analyzing
power �AP� of the track charge algorithm for Z� � bb events

AP �
Pcor � Pinc
Pcor � Pinc


 ��� ���

where Pcor �Pinc� is the probability of assigning the b quark to the correct �incorrect�
thrust hemisphere� Figure  shows a comparison of the Q distribution between data
and MC� Figure � shows the !Tz distribution for the enriched sample separately for
left� and right�handed electron beam�
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Figure �� Distribution of cos � for the signed thrust axis in the �������� tagged
sample� A clear forward�backward asymmetry is observed� with sign as expected
from the cross section formula in Equation �� Monte Carlo � estimated background
is shown by the shaded region�

� Maximum�Likelihood Analysis

The technique used to extract Ab from the data is a self�calibrated Maximum�Likeli�
hood analysis� which takes advantage of the fact that the two hemispheres of a tagged
event provide separate momentum�weighted track charges� which provide nearly in�
dependent information about the direction of the b quark� The likelihood function
chosen for this analysis is based on the di�erential cross�section �see Equation ���

lnL � X
events

ln ��eventi� Ab� Ac�� � ���

with

�eventi� Ab� Ac� � ��� AeP
i
e��� � cos

� �i� � ��Ae � P i
e� cos �i�

Abf
b
i ��p

correct�b
i � �����"i

QCD�b� �

Acf
c
i ��p

correct�c
i � �����"i

QCD�c� �

Abckg��� f bi � f ci ���p
�correct���bckg
i � ���� ���

where Ae is the asymmetry in electron coupling to the Z
�� P i

e is the signed polarization

of the electron beam when that event was recorded� f
b�c�
i are the probabilities that that

event was a Z� � bb�cc� decay� and are parameterized as a function of the secondary
vertex mass� and "i

QCD�b�c are 
nal�state QCD corrections� to be discussed in Sections

�� �� and �� Abckg is an estimated asymmetry from uu� dd� and ss decays of the
Z�� The correct�sign probabilities pcorrect�b and pcorrect�c are estimated as functions

�



of the momentum weighted charge jQj� de
ned in Equation �� The pcorrect�b�c�jQj�
parameterize how well the algorithm signs the thrust axis and may be estimated from
the Monte Carlo� but pcorrect�b can be inferred from the data with a much reduced
model dependence �see Section ����

While Ae appears in the likelihood function of Equation �� the dependence of
the 
tted Ab on the assumed value of Ae is very small and must vanish in the limit of
large statistics� This can be seen by dividing Equation � by ��� AeP

i
e�� which does

not a�ect the 
t� If the data is then analyzed with P i
e � ��� retaining only the sign

of the polarization in each event� then the likelihood function would be manifestly
independent of Ae� The value of Ab would then be extracted by dividing the resulting

t value by the luminosity�weighted average polarization hPeiL� The only di�erences
in the 
t results arising from using an event�by�event polarization or dividing by a
luminosity�weighted polarization after the 
t are statistical in nature�

��� Calibrating the Analyzing Power

The functional form of pcorrect�b�jQj� can be derived with the aid of two assumptions
about the hemisphere momentum�weighted charge distributions� These assumptions
are that the momentum�weighted charge in the b hemisphere� Qb� and the momentum�
weighted charge in the b hemisphere� Qb� are Gaussian and uncorrelated� The e�ect
of interhemisphere correlation will be incorporated in Section ���

With these assumptions� a calibration procedure for the correct�sign probabil�
ity using the momentum�weighted charges in the two hemispheres may be formulated�
The quantities

Qsum � Qb �Qb ���

and
Qdif � Qb �Qb ����

are identi
able with observable variables� Qsum � Qs� and jQdif j � jQj� de
ned in
Equations � and �� The correct�sign probability pcorrect�b�jQj� is the fraction the time
Qdif � � when jQdif j � jQj� The task is to 
nd the mean q� and width � of the
Gaussian Qdif distribution� With these in hand�

pcorrect�b�jQj� � �

� � e��bjQj
� ����

with
�b � �q���

�� ����

These two variables can be easily obtained from the data�

�� � ��
sum � ��

dif � hjQdif j�i � �q���� ���

and

q� �
q
hjQdif j�i � ��

sum � ����

�
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Figure �� E�ect of inter�hemisphere correlations on the momentum�weighted charge
distributions�

��� Interhemisphere Correlation

While this calibration of the correct�sign probability accounts for nearly all of the
charge�diluting e�ects present in the data� a departure from the uncorrelated proba�
bility assumption produces a shift in the �b derived in the last section� This correlation
arises because of the nature of the hadronization process� which demands total charge
conservation in the event� and tracks which migrate from one thrust hemisphere to
the other�

The e�ect of correlation is to distort the joint probability of Qb and Qb from a
circular Gaussian distribution to a Gaussian ellipsoid� stretched along one of the ���

diagonals� shown in Figure �� The e�ect is to change �dif � the width of the signed
Qdif distribution� relative to �sum� the width of the signed Qsum distribution�

�dif � �� � ���sum � ����

The uncorrelated hypothesis used the same value for these two� �sum� The correlation
is incorporated into the analysis by using Equation �� in the expression for �b�

� �
�
q
hjQdif j�i � �� � �����

sum

�� � �����
sum

� ����

The correlation � has been estimated to be ���� using JETSET ��� ���� with parton
shower evolution and string fragmentation� and full detector simulation�

��� QCD Corrections

E�ects of the b�quark axis smearing due to the 
nal state QCD radiation are incor�
porated in the analysis by applying a correction "QCD to the maximum likelihood

�



function �Equation ��� Theoretical calculations of the QCD corrections to the asym�
metry may be found in the literature ���� ����� However� these calculations use the
b�quark direction to de
ne the asymmetry� whereas in this analysis the thrust axis of
the event is used as an estimate of the initial quark direction� The thrust axis� taking
into account the momentum 	ow of the whole event� is less sensitive to the QCD
radiation� Theoretical estimates ���� ���� show that "Thrust

QCD � ���� � �����"Quark
QCD at

the parton level� One has to note� however� that in the case of a three�particle 
nal
state �q�qg� the thrust axis is always parallel to the direction of 	ight of the particle
with the highest momentum� Also the b�tagging procedure and momentum�weighted
track�charge technique ��� used in this measurement suppress events with hard gluon
radiation�

Consequently� we have taken a di�erent approach� The 
rst�order theoretical
calculations by J�B�Stav and H�A�Olsen ���� for massive quarks were used as a basis�

"SO�jcos �j� � �� Aq�jcos �j�
A�

� ����

where A� is the Born�level asymmetry �Section �� and Aq is the asymmetry based on
the b�quark direction after all perturbative radiation� Then "SO was corrected for
the analysis bias �thrust axis� b�tag and Jet Charge�� The total correction is then�

"QCD � �� Aexp

A�
� x"SO � ����

with x estimated from the Monte Carlo and de
ned as�

x �
�� Aexp

A�

�� Aq

A�

� ����

Aexp is the asymmetry measured in the experiment� The value x � � would mean
that the measured Ab is not sensitive to gluon radiation and no QCD corrections
need to be applied� while x � � would mean that there is no analysis bias so that the
theoretical correction "SO must be applied in full�

A generator�level Monte Carlo was used to estimate x� JETSET��� with the

rst order matrix element �parameter MSTJ�������� was used to generate events�
Then a simple model of detector acceptance� analysis and tag cuts was applied� The
self�calibrating maximum likelihood method was used next to extract Aexp in each
bin of jcos �j� The average correction in the jcos �j range of � � ��� was found to be�
x � ����� ���� with �� � ����dof �

As a result� the total QCD correction applied in the analysis was�

"QCD�jcos �j� � ����"SO�jcos �j� � ����

The total QCD correction used in the analysis� "QCD� as well as the theoretical
calculations� "SO� are shown in Figure ��

�



Figure �� Theoretical calculation by Stav and Olsen� "SO �solid line�� and total
QCD correction applied in the analysis� "QCD �dashed line�� The solid line band
represents the uncertainty in the theoretical calculation� mainly due to the error in
�s� The dashed line band corresponds to statistical errors in x� and the dotted line
band covers the theoretical uncertainty in "QCD�
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Table �� Calibration parameters for the data and Monte Carlo� Errors are statistical
only�

Data Monte Carlo

�sum ����� ����� ����� �����q
hjQdif j�i ������ ����� ���� �����

� assume same as MC �����
�b ������ ���� ������ �����

��� Measurement of Ab

To determine �b� the data �sum and hjQdif j�i are corrected for light�	avor contam�
ination in the tag� which modi
es �b by a small amount� The value of �b is also
allowed to vary as a function of cos �� owing to the geometrical tracking acceptance�
and so a Monte Carlo model of its dependence on polar angle is scaled to the overall
�b measured from tagged events in the data�

The Zb�b event probability� f b� is calculated from the data using a double tag
technique ���� Charm and bottom events production fractions� Rc and Rb� were used
as input parameters� Tagging e ciencies for charm and uds events were estimated
from the Monte Carlo�

The remaining ingredients to the likelihood function of Equation � are obtained
from Monte Carlo� the charm probability f c and pcorrect�c� The value of Ac is set to its
Standard Model value of ����� and the value of Abckg is set to zero� The error arising
from the latter is very small owing to its ��� fraction in the tagged sample�

The value of Ab extracted from the 
t and corrected for a small e�ect of the
initial state radiation ������� is Ab � ������ ����� �stat��

� Systematic Errors

Systematic errors arise from the use of Monte Carlo modeling in the likelihood 
t�
and the statistical power of the 
t for �b� The statistical error on �sum and �jQdif j

in the data will scale with ��
p
N � The validity of the Gaussian assumption for the

shape of Qb and Qb was checked with a simulation that generated various triangular
distributions as well as a double Gaussian with tails and o�set mean� and only small
deviations were seen in the measured Ab when the underlying shape was modi
ed�
The shape of Qsum in the data constrains the shape of p�Qb� to be close to Gaussian�
Because jQbj and jQbj share the same probability distribution� that distribution is
observable in the data and may also be used to provide tighter constraints on the
Gaussian shape hypothesis� No deviations from the Gaussian hypothesis were seen�
and the trial functions were ruled out with high con
dence�
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Table �� Summary of �b systematic error analysis�

Parameter Nominal Value Variation ��b� gen ���

�QCD� PARJ���� ���� ���� � ���� ����� ����
Q�� PARJ���� ��� ��� � ��� ����� ����
�q� PARJ���� ��� ��� � ���� ����� ����
	s� PARJ��� ���� ���� � ��� ����� ����

�V��V � S��u�d � PARJ���� ���� ��� � ���� ����� ����
�V��V � S��s� PARJ���� ���� ���� � ���� ����� ����
�V��V � S��c�b� PARJ��� ��� ��� � ��� ����� ����

�b� PARJ���� ����� ����� � ������ ����� ����
direct baryon rate� PARJ��� ���� ���� � ���� ����� ����
popcorn parameter� PARJ��� �� �� � �� ����� ����

xd� PARJ���� ��� �� � ��� ����� ����
xs� PARJ���� ��� �� � ���� ����� ����

HERWIG��� ����� ����
Total ����

One of the largest errors in the analysis involves the estimation of the inter�
hemisphere correlation� The value of the correlation between hemispheres was ob�
tained from the Monte Carlo� �b � ���� � ������stat�� The systematic uncertainty
was estimated by varying the JETSET��� model parameters and comparing to a
Monte Carlo model with a completely di�erent fragmentation scheme � HERWIG���
� Since we do not have any samples of fully reconstructed HERWIG��� or JETSET���
with altered parameters� the study was done at the generator level� The Monte Carlo
was allowed to decay unstable particles� and a simple model of detector acceptance�
tag and analysis cuts was applied� Then generator�level correlations were calculated�
In order to obtain the value of �b at the reconstructed level� generator�level correla�
tions were scaled down with a ratio of

�JETSETfull

�JETSETgenerator

� ���� � ����

where �JETSETfull is the correlation extracted from the fully reconstructed tuned JET�

SET��� Monte Carlo model� and �JETSETgenerator is the correlation with the generator�level
tuned JETSET���� Table � shows the Monte Carlo model parameters that were
changed� and the range of variations and resulting changes in the correlation at the
generator level� The total uncertainty in the reconstructed level correlation was taken
to be

��b � ���� � ����

Di�erent models were chosen for the cos� dependence of the �b shape� but
since the overall scale is determined by that in the data� the e�ect on the measured
Ab is small�

The models of the sum and di�erence widths of the tagged u� d� s� and c events

��



are close to the observed b sum and di�erence widths� so the correction to �b from
their presence in the tag is small�

The dominant model errors come from estimations of the tag purity� The
resulting purity of the tagged data sample with the selected mass cut of ��� GeV�c�

is #b � ������ ����� where systematic uncertainties in the charm�tag e ciency ��c�
and charm production �Rc� are the main contributions to the error� Uncertainties in
�c� �uds are estimated similar to the Ref� ����� This error will decrease with a larger
data sample�

Discrepancies in tracking e ciency and resolution between the data and Monte
Carlo can a�ect the measured value of Ab� In the simulation track Z impact param�
eters were smeared using a random Gaussian distribution of width �� �m�sin � to
match the data� The di�erence between the simulated and measured charged track
multiplicity of ��� track�event was attributed to an unsimulated tracking ine ciency
corrections� To calculate the 
nal value of Ab� corrections were applied to the Monte
Carlo events for tracking e ciency and smearing of the track impact parameter� The
total change in measured Ab� with and without smearing� was taken as the system�
atic error� �Ab�Ab � ����� Also� e�ects of the tracking e ciency corrections on the
tag and jet charge were studied separately� resulting in an additional relative ����
uncertainty�

The error on the QCD correction includes statistical and systematic error in
analysis bias x� second order e�ects� theoretical uncertainty in "SO calculations� and
a full range of QCD corrections for Zc�c events�

The combined �������� SLD measurement of Ab using momentum�weighted
track charge is

Ab�Preliminary� � ������ ������stat��� ������syst��� ���

consistent with the Standard Model prediction of �����
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Table � Relative systematic errors on the measurement of Ab�

Error Source Variation �Ab�Ab

Self�Calibration

�b statistics �� ���
Hemisphere Correlation JETSET� HERWIG ����
P �Qb� shape Triangular� other shapes ����
cos � shape of �b MC Shape vs Flat ����
Light Flavor Subtraction ��� of correction ����

Analysis

Tag Composition Mostly �c ����
Detector Modeling E ciency Corrections� ����

Smearing
Beam Polarization ���� ����
QCD x� �nd order terms� �s � ����� ����
Ac ����� ���� ����
Abckg �� ���� ����
Ae ������� ������� � ����
Gluon Splitting ���� ����
Total ����
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